Third Grade Weekly Facts for Dec. 12 - 16

Reading – “What Do Illustrators Do?”, pg. 242-260

Story Vocabulary

1. tools – things people use to help them do a job
2. sketches – quick drawings without much detail
3. scribbles – drawings or doodles, drawn in a quick or careless way
4. research – careful study of a subject or problem
   skills: text & graphic features
5. textures – the way a surface looks and feels
   sequence of events
6. imagine – to see a picture in your mind
   strategy: analyze/evaluate
7. illustrate – to make pictures that show or explain something
8. tracing – used to copy or trace lines

Your child should be able to correctly use these words in a sentence.

Math – Unit Fractions

~partition shapes into equal parts and express as a fraction
~represent fractions on a number line
~fractions as a set and whole

PRACTICE MULTIPLICATION RINGS NIGHTLY!!!!!

Spelling/Grammar/Writing

~Spelling pattern: homophones
~abstract nouns
~Spelling pattern for Mrs. Williams’ group: ar/ur/ir
~informational writing

Science/Social Studies

~forces and motion
~ Native Americans

Important Info.

~Tomorrow is the Lego League Challenge at Northern High School. Our third graders will present our Creature Craze presentation from 10:00-11:00. Our class has been working hard for this presentation.
~Dec. 16 – Christmas program at 9:30 and 1:00